Essilor Canada Cements 20 Year Partnership
by Migrating to the Syntax Enterprise Cloud®
Essilor Canada’s relationship with Syntax dates back over 20 years to when the company chose
Syntax’s proprietary iSDM ERP solution to streamline its distribution, order processing and
accounts receivable processes. During this time, Syntax has helped shepherd Essilor through an
IT infrastructure evolution that has seen it grow from IBM 150’s all the way through to Power 7’s.
The relationship between the two companies reached a crossroads in late 2017, when Essilor
was facing a hardware refresh. When the cost of purchasing new IBM servers turned out to be
more than Essilor expected, Syntax countered by offering to put its iSDM instance on the Syntax
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Essilor Canada’s relationship with Syntax is based
on confidence, professionalism, responsiveness and
technical competency which, when taken together,
amount to excellent value delivered over two decades.
Now that we’re on the Syntax Enterprise Cloud® we still
get first-class support with the added benefits of reduced
costs, solid-state storage backup and more robust DR.”
Petru Craciunas • IT Infrastructure Head • Essilor Canada Limitée
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Enterprise Cloud®. While the move would spare the company both the hardware acquisition and
maintenance costs, Essilor was concerned about whether an environment as complex as theirs
could function effectively on the Cloud.
The Syntax team responded by putting together a Proof of Concept instance of iSDM on the
Cloud, which allayed Essilor’s concerns.
In addition to reducing their IT infrastructure costs, migrating to the Syntax Enterprise Cloud®
has also streamlined Essilor’s backup and recovery processes, and enhanced its disaster
recovery protection.

Accomplishments
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• Enhanced disaster
recovery protection
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